About Krishnan Suthanthiran
President & Founder
Best Cure Foundation & TeamBest Companies
Krishnan Suthanthiran is an entrepreneur engaged
in multiple business ventures in Medical, Energy,
Entertainment, and Real Estate and holds the role of
President for over 10 companies globally. Having lost
his father to cancer while he was an undergraduate
student, he has dedicated his career to cancer
research and treatment. TeamBest products are used
to treat millions of cancer patients every day globally.
On April 29th 2015, in memory of his father and the
millions of people affected by cancer, he launched his
career-long goal of a ‘Global War on Cancer’ promoting
Proactive Healthcare Delivery Systems worldwide.

A healthy person has many wishes,
but the sick person has only one.
Health is wealth.

– Indian Proverb –

Mr. Suthanthiran was recently keynote speaker at the
Global Health Catalyst Cancer Summit at the Harvard
Medical School and recipient of the Power of One
Award from the Patcha Foundation. He is also receiving
the “International Man of the Year 2016” award from the
Multi Ethnic Advisory Task Force (MEATF).

Best Cure Foundation’s
Life is a gift from our parents. We are
born to live, and live to enjoy and cherish
our gift. We can look at every obstacle
as an opportunity or every opportunity
as an obstacle. Who we are, what we
are, and where we are, have a lot to do
with the choices we have made and the
ones we did not. Our career and service
to the community are the outcome
of what we do with the gift.

– Krishnan Suthanthiran –

Goals

 roviding purified drinking water and affordable sewer
P
systems in every part of the world by 2030
 stablishing a global standard of healthcare delivery
E
system using a hub-and-spoke model, with express
and mobile clinics linked to general medical centers
and super-specialty medical centers
 educe suffering/deaths from major diseases such as
R
cardiac, cancer, diabetes, and others by 50% by the
end of the next decade
3E – Education, Empowerment and Equality
Krishnan Suthanthiran has established a division under BCF called
“3E – Education, Empowerment and Equality” to promote the
development and advancement of women. It is his belief that every
man and woman was given birth to, nursed, nourished, and raised by
women, and therefore, they share a greater responsibility in juggling
career and family, in raising children and caring for the home.

For more information,
please visit: www.bestcure.md
www.bestcure.md
www.teambest.com
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